
A SOUP FOR EVERY BOWL

Shore Lunch Soup Mixes feature premium ingredients, including select seasoning blends and the finest dehydrated 
vegetables to deliver balanced flavors with “add water only” convenience.

Shore Lunch Chicken Noodle Soup Mix
A blend of garden-fresh vegetables, noodles, chicken broth and just the right balance of seasonings. Great 
with a sandwich or cornbread.

Shore Lunch Creamy Potato Soup Mix
A rich and creamy soup that is a hearty blend of homestyle potatoes and savory seasonings. Delicious alone 
or with add-ins like cooked bacon crumbles and topped with chopped green onion.

Shore Lunch Cheddar Broccoli Soup Mix
A perfect blend of rich Cheddar cheese, broccoli and a touch of seasonings. The perfect side to your favorite 
sandwich, or add fresh broccoli to make it a nutritious meal in itself.

Shore Lunch Tortilla Soup Mix
Our Tortilla Soup is a chef-inspired blend of corn, chiles and select seasonings that cooks up fast and 
delicious. Delicious alone or topped with sour cream and tortilla strips.

Shore Lunch Fire Roasted Vegetable Soup MIx
Our Fire Roasted Vegetable Soup is a chef-inspired blend of vegetables and select seasonings that cooks up 
fast and delicious. Take the vegetables up a notch by sprinkling fresh tomatoes and chives on top.

Shore Lunch Homestyle Chili Mix (w/Beans)
A great balance of red, kidney and pinto beans and Southwest spices. Add ground meat and top with your 
favorite cheese and diced onions for a classic finishing touch.

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED

Great Flavor
• Chef-inspired recipes
• Finest ingredients
• Made from Scratch 

Quality® soups

Simple Preparation
• Just bring water to a boil
• Whisk in soup mix
• Simmer for about 

20 minutes

Convenient
• Dry storage and shelf life of 12-15 months
• Half gallon yield per pouch
• Menu item, soup bar or as part of 

signature dish
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